EBS-Scholarship – Promoting hockey talents!!
Once again we proudly want to annouce the ongoing cooperation between the Wiesbadener Tennis- und
Hockey-Club e.V. („WTHC“) and the EBS Universität für Wirtschaft und Recht which is offering a scholarship
programme for engaging hockey talents.
For the 6th time in a row the hockey scholarship will be awarded to aspiring hockey talents who are capable of
completing an intensive international study programme at either the EBS Law School or EBS Business School and
be part of the Wiesbadener Tennis- und Hockey-Club e.V. on and aside of the hockey field.
While this cooperation has already been established as an important institution for promoting talents from
various regions, the purpose of these scholarship programme is to provide an excellent personal and professional
development and to support a hockey careers by combining sports and education.
The EBS Law School offers a fully-fledged traditional law degree programme with a clear focus on business law and
combines three high level qualifications in less than five years. In addition, the EBS Business School is consistently
ranked among the top universities in all national university rankings by offering a broad based degree programme
in business and management studies which qualifies graduates for a career in top management positions.
The scholarship programme should enable high-talented hockey players to enjoy this kind of excellent education at a
highly-ranked German university and at the same time pursue their team sport at one of the loveliest German hockey
facilities.
Stefan Mayer-Schierning, who is responsible for the hockey department at the Wiesbadener Tennis und Hockey-Club
e.V., comments: „The scholarship has proven very valueable both for the students and the club in recent years and
additionally has become a desirable possibility for many young talents in Germany. By offering an unique combination
of field hockey and an excellent international education, we gain benefit for the city Wiesbaden, the EBS University and
the WTHC. As a result, we were able to substitute players, who unfortunately left the club, by recruiting new talented
students for our hockey club. Besides their studies and particaption as professional players all present scholarship holders
are also engaged as coaches in the youth team sector.”
For further information concerning the application requirements and deadlines please visit us at www.ebs.edu.
Furthermore, please feel free to contact Rixa Kroehl in case of specific questions regarding different study
programmes at the EBS Law School as well as the Business School or a detailed discription of the scholarship
programmes.
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